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patients, both in treatment for chronic renal
failure, were investigated for the presence of

polyneuropathy. For this, a sensitive and reliable
method has been used, namely, the measurement

of biologic markers in plasma and in CSF by the
RIA technique. The two groups of patients have

been compared in terms of their plasma and CSF
values of two vasoactive substances,

norepinephrine (NA) and histamine, which have
been reported to be increased in peripheral

neuropathy. The results obtained demonstrate
that both patients and healthy subjects have high
levels of NA and histamine in plasma, but that the
values found in CSF are about twofold as high in
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patients as in controls. Furthermore, NA values
are higher than histamine values in CSF of

patients, but not in controls. The values found in
plasma in the healthy subjects and in patients

were similar to those reported previously by other
authors. The study of patients without neuropathy
revealed very high concentrations of histamine in
plasma and CSF, whereas NA values were slightly

higher than in controls. However, the values of
these two substances found in the CSF of the
patients were similar to the values found in

controls. The comparison of these values with
those of patients with peripheral neuropathy
revealed only slight differences between the

groups. This suggests that the increased values of
the vasoactive substances in CSF of patients with

neuropathy are due to the depression of
d0c515b9f4

OUYA game consoles might be going the way of
the dodo, but Microsoft's Xbox 360 remains a
popular device thanks to a slew of games that

nobody's playing. We've already done our best to
kill the console, but it keeps on making stuff that
we can't bear to waste our time on. Here are 10
Xbox 360 games that should have already been
gone. But we're not holding a final judgment on
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whether Sony's next-gen PlayStation 4 or
Microsoft's Project Scorpio will be a better gaming
machine. We'll just tell you which systems should
be on your Steam wishlist. Xbox One Both Sony

and Microsoft have unveiled a bunch of games at
this year's E3 Expo, and Microsoft's Project

Scorpio is unlikely to be a major improvement on
the Xbox One, so we're only going to mention it

once. That's because there's a decent chance that
Project Scorpio will be the very last Xbox One you
ever buy, if Sony's own promises of longevity are
to be believed. E3 2017 is quickly approaching. As
always, the press shows up for the big videogame
trade show and scoops the new games. But what

are the cool games that they've been playing?
Microsoft Project Scorpio, which will launch in time
for the holiday season, has been the big story at
the Microsoft booth. It's a next-generation Xbox.
The way Microsoft sees it, this next-generation
console is so powerful that it can compete with

Sony's PlayStation 4 Pro. That's right, the
PlayStation 4 Pro is no longer the most powerful

console on the market, it's actually the Xbox One.
But is that true? Is Project Scorpio really that

powerful? Let's see. With Project Scorpio Microsoft
has gone back to at least four years of

development and beefed up the GPU and CPU,
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and it's had three years to work on making the
Xbox One more attractive and attractive to the
audience that is becoming increasingly used to
more of a gamer's time on PC than on console.

Looking at some performance figures, it's going to
be a big jump. More than that, Sony's PlayStation
4 Slim is going to be neck and neck with Project

Scorpio in terms of raw graphical power. The only
way that Project Scorpio is going to have any

chance of competing with a PS4 Slim is if
Microsoft puts more power into it than Sony's new

console has. The whole idea behind Project
Scorpio is to compete with a PS4
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